Bring luxury access control to your Control4® smart home with a Baldwin deadbolt with Home Connect™ Technology. Expanding your Control4® smart home with a Baldwin Home Connect deadbolt will allow the lock to talk wirelessly to other Control4® devices in the home providing increased security and a world of wireless possibilities.

Innovative Security
- Full 128-Bit encryption security
- Motorized deadbolt – enables true remote locking & unlocking
- Tapered deadbolt design—allows for misaligned doors to lock & unlock with ease

Easy Integration
- Control4® certified
- Replaces existing deadbolt with just a screwdriver
- 4 AA batteries (no hard wiring required)—batteries will last approximately 1 year

Convenient Access
- Lock/unlock doors via the Control4 app or with one touch at the door lock
- Receive notifications and view status of your lock’s activity
- 30 unique user code capability
- Create customized scenes within the home driven by the door lock
HOW TO ORDER

It is important to understand that deadbolt and any accompanying handleset parts are sold separately. In order to avoid submitting incomplete orders, ensure you have identified all parts needed for successful installation.

There are three potential set ups that your door installation may require:

1. Keypad Deadbolt Only (Note: This is advised if current accompanying door hardware is not being replaced and/or if accompanying door hardware is being purchased separately)

2. Keypad Deadbolt with Like Style Sectional Handleset

3. ¾ Escutcheon Handleset with Like Interior Assembly (Note: This handleset is a non-keypad connected devise which requires the interior assembly purchased separately in order to connect to your Control4® system)

Step 1: Identify your Door’s Required Setup
- Keypad Deadbolt Only
- Keypad Deadbolt with Like Style Sectional Handleset
- Full ¾ Escutcheon Handleset with Like Interior Assembly

Step 2: Choose your Style
There are two Baldwin styles to choose from in multiple finishes; Boulder and Soho.

Step 3: Identify your Door Handing
(Note: Handing is determined by the location of the door hinges. To identify your door handing, stand outside and face the door as if to open it. If the hinges are on the left side of the door, the door is left-handed (LH). If the hinges are on the right side of the door, the door is right-handed (RH).

Step 4: Choose your Finish

Step 5: Order All Required Parts
- Keypad Deadbolt Only (1 product required)
- Keypad Deadbolt with like Sectional Handleset (2 products required)
- ¾ Escutcheon Handleset with Interior Assembly (2 products required)